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Gurumbah Bigi jarjums and families,

Term 1 of 2021 has well and truly begun. Our school has
welcomed many new faces this year and many new exciting
programs for our jarjums. Last year Hymba Yumba was ranked
as a Top 50 Innovative Schools Award Winner in Australia
because we are at the cutting edge of educational excellence.
Educational Excellence is at the forefront of our vision for our
school and 2021 will be a very progressive year in education
and in physical growth.

Our second building, a STEAM building, is officially completed
and we look forward to beginning classes in the new modern
facilities. In this building, Hymba Yumba will be hosting PFI
Aerospace. They will be launching a series of fully funded
workshops, entitled STELLAR, which are aimed at students
in Grades 9 - 10 in secondary schools in SE Queensland. In
this workshop students will learn about different areas of STEM
and be able to participate in 4 separate workshops, including
building a rocket motor.

Our wellbeing program, Dadirri Indigenous deep listening, has
become a staple activity in yarning circles in the mornings
and has helped create a centred and focused environment
and state of mind for our jarjums. The word, concept and
spiritual practice that isdadirri (da-did-ee) is from the
Ngan'gikurunggurr and Ngen'giwumirri languages of the
Aboriginal peoples of the Daly River region (Northern Territory,
Australia). In First Nations ways, they have learnt to listen from
their earliest days. They belived they could not live good and
useful lives unless they listened. This was the normal way for
Aboriginal people to learn - not by asking questions. They learnt
by watching and listening, waiting and then acting. Aboriginal
people have passed on this way of listening for over 40,000
years. Now we are able to pass this on to our jarjums here at
school.

Another program that has had a profound effect on our jarjums
is our Therapy Dog Program. This program is the first of its kind
to run as a course for students in Queensland Schools. The
dog training program is designed to teach high school students
how to interact, handle, communicate and train puppies, adult
dogs and dogs for an array of purposes. Some dogs may
become Therapy dogs or Assistance dogs, Detection Dogs,
Competitive Sporting Dogs or family pets. Importantly, this will
help make a difference in the lives of our students and their
learning outcomes. The program is also designed to develop
important life skills such as responsibility, respect for living
things, reliability, teamwork, empathy, compassion, discipline
and the importance of physical and mental wellbeing.

The vertical house system has been helping our jarjums work
with their younger and older peers and the affect that older
students are having on younger students is something to be
proud of. They are setting a great example, showing leadership
and being great role models.

Attendance has been terrific so far this term, averaging around
91%. We are aiming for mid 90s for future terms in 2021.
Being involved in school and the programs available
benefit jarjums development and help them feel connected to
the Hymba Yumba Community.

Hymba Yumba is aiming to be one of the top independent
schools in the nation, a school of excellence; continuing to be
based with the foundation of our Indigenous culture. I am happy
to say that we are well on our way to that goal.

Have a great end of Term everyone,

Mr Peter Foster.

Primary School Deputy PrincipalPrimary School Deputy Principal

Gurumbah bigi everyone,

It has been a busy start to the year.

I would like to welcome the Preps to BIG school. They have
settled into the routine of school really well and we now see that
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tears are replaced with big smiles as we progress through the
term.

I would also like to welcome any new jarjums who have joined
us this year and welcome back all the other jarjums.

This year we have started becoming a Microsoft school with
the year 4 – 6 having their own devices that they use during
most classes and then take them home for homework! Preps
– year 3 are still using the iPad each day to engage in learning
and to consolidate the explicit teaching occurring in the
classroom. I would also like to congratulate all the jarjums for
taking such great care of their devices and returning them to
school every day. Well Done!! I look forward to the coming year
with all the new opportunities that the devices will provide to
enrich the jarjums’ learning.

We would also like to welcome to the Hymba Yumba family,
Miss Melissa Mellor, our new year 3 teacher, Miss Ren
Christians, our new year 4 teacher and Mr Alex who teaches
Technology to year 4. 5 & 6. They have made an amazing start
to the year and have had a massive impact on the jarjums and
their learning. I’m sure your jarjums have been coming home
and telling you how deadly they are since the start of the term.

I would like to reiterate our Respects Principles, RespectRespect forfor
Myself,Myself, RespectRespect forfor Family,Family, RespectRespect forfor CommunityCommunity andand EldersElders
andand RespectRespect forfor CountryCountry. These four principles connect us to
the oldest living culture and also helps us to move and lead
into the future. I would also like to emphasise the importance
of beingbeing atat schoolschool everyevery dayday to give your jarjum access to a
world class education.

We are fast approaching the end of term and the Easter break!
I hope that you all have a great holiday and stay safe.

Murumba Yaaun

Erin McDonald

Deputy Principal – Primary School

High School Deputy PrincipalHigh School Deputy Principal

Gurumbah Bigi and welcome to what will be our best year yet!
Thank you for the wonderful welcome to the Hymba Yumba
family. It is a pleasure to have the opportunity to make a big
impact for our jarjums.

Senior Schooling at HYIS has had a number of exciting
milestones in just the few short weeks of 2021. So far the
incredibly dedicated Senior staff have been able to jam pack the
following events, activities and achievements into just 10 weeks
of term 1:

Just as important is the number of community members who
have accepted our invitations to share wisdom and expertise
with our jarjums. Without the amazing community to wrap

• Attendance over 90% for Senior Schooling. This is
but the start of big things. Attending school every day
gives jarjums access to the maximum learning
opportunities and translates to greater pathways after
school. There’s also a record number of jarjums who
have attended 100% of the term and they will be
receiving a special reward.

• The addition of two new vocational certificate
courses - Cert II and Cert III Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander Cultural Arts and Cert II Animal

Services. Another will be coming on board shortly,
stay tuned. This compliments the senior subjects and
university courses already offered to our jarjums in
the senior years.

• We’ve redesigned the timetable to ensure that all
jarjums undertaking a vocational course have access
to an Excellence and Growth subject where they are
assisted by teachers with specialist career and
pathway expertise to complete their certificate
courses.

• All jarjums in years 7-10 will begin a timetabled
careers and pathways subject from term 2 onwards.
This will provide each jarjum with the support and
guidance to successfully choose their pathway and
career options during and post schooling.

• Money Smart Grant has allowed for the rollout of a
jarjum-run coffee shop, available for staff and jarjums
in years 10-12 from term 2. Jarjums will be
completing their barista course in the coming weeks
which will also allow them casual employment
opportunities whilst undertaking schooling.

• Scuba Diving is being offered as a co-curricular
opportunity to jarjums who meet the participation
expectations. This is an amazing opportunity that
provides jarjums with 1 QCE point and opportunities
for employment in the tourism sector post schooling.

• Commonwealth Bank Money Start program delivered
to our jarjums to improve their financial literacy.

• Various jarjums selected to represent Met West sport
after a record-breaking nomination and selection
process by HYIS students!

• JT Academy have come on board to assist jarjums
with employment and careers.

• Basketball program through Brian Kerle and his team
are shooting hoops with the weekly attendance
numbers growing. This is a great beginning as we lay
the foundations to become a First Nations sporting
excellence school.

• Our Senior Leadership jarjums (House Captains and
School Captains) represented HYIS incredibly at the
Queensland Youth Leadership Conference. Each
were challenged to consider their legacy and how
they can use their leadership skills to make a greater
impact.

• National launch of Stellar Rocket building program as
our jarjums continue to be exposed to cutting-edge
opportunities.

• Partnership with Circa and Inala Wangarra to
developing jarjums skills in performing arts and
circus-based skills.

• Daily Dadirri sessions to develop jarjums wellbeing
with the amazing year 9s delivering to classes right
across the school.
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around our jarjums, in and after school, our work would not be
as impactful. Thank you and please continue to walk with us as
we provide a greater future for our jarjums.

The senior schooling team will continue to break barriers and
open doors for our jarjums future so stay tuned as there’s
much, much more coming. Our jarjums deserve a bright future
and we’re committed to being the ones to help provide it.

Continue to paiabun kurumba (dream big)!

Miss Tammy

Youth Leadership ConferenceYouth Leadership Conference

Our HYIS School Captains and House Captains attended the
annual Youth Leadership Conference at the Brisbane
Convention Centre on 11th March 2021. Our jarjums
represented our school with pride and shared their educational
and leadership experiences with schools from around
Queensland. Nickeisha Smith, our Yuggera House
Captain, introduced herself in her language to an audience of
over 500 people and shared her own personal journey to where
she is today at HYIS. She sent an inspiring message to the
audience about Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander recognition
and how young people should never underestimate their
power. Nickeisha was then asked to join the discussion panel,
where she spoke about her journey and answered questions
from the audience. We are exceptionally proud of all our 2021
leaders!

Shaylana and Nickeisha described the event as an empowering
day that inspired many and had jarjums leave with a sense of
connectedness. The speakers were motivational and heartfelt.
They would encourage other leaders to attend this event.

Congratulations Miss JessCongratulations Miss Jess

Not only are our deadly jarjums reaching great heights, or
wonderful Art teacher Miss Jess has achieved a
fantastic accolade as one of the Top 12 Teachers in
Australia through the Commonwealth Bank teaching
awards. We couldn’t be prouder!

Our Deadly Dog ProgramOur Deadly Dog Program

This year the Dog Training Program has started off at full steam
ahead! We have some new junior secondary students who have
joined the program as well as the students who participated in
the program last year. The senior students have been working
hard on their Certificate II in Animal Studies, which is now being
offered within the course through The Pet Stylist Academy;
while the junior secondary students are busy learning
fundamental skills for dog training and handling.

The students have all been enjoying the practical aspect of
the course where they are able to handle a variety of dogs.
Those students who attended the course last year have been
showcasing their leadership skills as they teach the new
students all that they learnt last year. The students training and
handling skills with the dogs is outstanding and continues to
make us proud each week we see them. We can't wait to see
what next term brings with some exciting events happening and
new additions to the Dog Training Program!

New TeachersNew Teachers

Introducing - Alex EggersdorffIntroducing - Alex Eggersdorff
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I am a teacher across both the Junior and Senior School
teaching Digital Technology, Mathematics, Science and Health.
I have been working previously at Ipswich Grammar, John Paul
College and Beaudesert High School. I have been welcomed
with open arms into the Hymba Yumba family and am already
a passionate teacher in the Ugarapul house. I love supporting
and challenging the jarjums every day in their effort to become
the best people they possibly can. I am so excited for what the
rest of this year, and the years to come, will bring.

Introducing - Renski ChristiansIntroducing - Renski Christians

Gurumbah Bigi Families of Hymba Yumba,

My name is Ren Christians and I am teaching Year 4 this year.

I have moved to Australia from New Zealand and have really
been enjoying connecting with the jarjums here, learning about
their culture and sharing my own.

I have been teaching for 13 years now, and have had wonderful
teaching experiences in New Zealand, the USA, Korea and
now here in Australia. I am absolutely loving the culture of
this school, and look forward to continuing through the year
celebrating learning successes of all jarjums.

Introducing -Introducing - JadeJade ShawShaw

Gurumbah Bigi everyone,

My name is Jade and I am a Wiradjuri woman. I am proud of my
culture and am looking forward to sharing my story and learning
yours. I have worked in schools and early learning centres for
over 10 years and am excited about education and where it can
lead you. I strive for Jarjums to feel safe, to learn as much as
they can, to gain a strong foundation in literacy and numeracy,
to be happy and proud of who they are! I am so excited to be
here at Hymba Yumba and am looking forward to getting to
know you and all your jarjums. If you see me, come say hi!

Introducing - Tate WilliamsIntroducing - Tate Williams

Gurumbah Bigi,

My name is Tate Williams and I am very excited to join
the Hymba Yumba family. I have recently moved to Queensland
from Sydney’s Northern Beaches where I have lived my whole
life. In Sydney, I ran a First Nations program at my school with
the Redfern community. This was the highlight of my career
and I missed the community and cultural connection when I
moved to QLD. Being at Hymba Yumba has made me feel like
I am at home again. I also have a passion for careers and
future options for students and work with QCAA in Year 12
curriculum and exam writing, endorsement, confirmation and
external marking processes. I look forward to working in this
vibrant and welcoming community for years to come.

Introducing - Melissa MellorIntroducing - Melissa Mellor

Gurumbah Bigi Families,

I am Melissa Mellor and I teach the thriving three’s at HYIS. I am
a new staff member and have a background in EALD teaching
pedagogy, literacy mentoring and coaching. I have taught in
state and independent schools over the past 7 years and am
extremely excited to start a new journey at Hymba Yumba.
In my free time, I love to cuddle my naughty bulldog called
Billie-Mac and take her for walks. I have a passion for music
and if I wasn’t a teacher I would be a Rockstar! Throughout this
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first term, I have appreciated the welcoming spirit of my new
colleagues and making relationships with all jarjums.

The Very Hungry CaterpillarThe Very Hungry Caterpillar

On Tuesday 16th of March our Prep and Year 1 jarjums
attended Ipswich Civic Centre where they watched Eric Carle’s
famous children’s books come alive.

The production featured over 75 magical puppets and an
Australian cast who truly brought joy and laughter to the
stage.

Our jarjums were captivated by the set designs and the life
sized, colourful puppets. Our jarjums were able to join in on the
production by sharing their knowledge of the story.

Year 2Year 2

This term year 2's have enjoy playing on the playground, a
didirri session lead by 2 year 9 jarjums and story time with
Akuna.

Jagera HouseJagera House

This term has been amazing for Jagera in every aspect, with
every single jarjum stepping up in terms of attendance and
participation in house activities. It’s crazy to see how far we’ve
come in just a single term.

The secondary Jagera jarjums had an overall attendance of
85% while the primary grades finished on 87%. That’s just a 2%
difference which really shows that everyone is giving everything
with an overall attendance of 86%.

This term Jagera house was introduced to the practice of
Dadirri. At first jarjums were restless, distracted or busy
worrying about the day ahead, but Dadirri has really helped us
gain a new level of focus that is bound to keep Ugrapul and
Yuggera on their toes. We’ve meditated inside of classrooms,
outside of classrooms and down on green grasses with people
now actively looking forward to doing it.

Ugrapul may have won the house challenges this time around
but Jagera will be hungrily waiting for term 2 to take back it’s
rightful throne as the number one house.

Jaiden Crowther (Year 12)

Ugarapul HouseUgarapul House

2021 has kicked off with a bang with the 3 houses pitting their
skills against each other in a variety of games. Earlier in the
Term, Jagera stormed their way to the top of the leaderboards
after back-to-back victories in games like Endzone, Capture the
Flag and Edor. However, things got interesting in the second
half of Term 1 when a new set of house challenges were
introduced. Ugarapul and Yuggera had their fair share of
victories each week but thanks to Ugarapul jarjums winning
almost every trivia challenge and smashing the wheatbix
challenge, the Term ended with Ugarapul on 57 points, Jagera
on 56 points and Yuggera on 51 points.

Of course, this will all change very quickly on 26 March 2021
when the HYIS Annual cross-country takes place. It will be
exciting to see which house comes out on top at the end of
Term 1. Will it be the snakes, goannas or frogs?

In other house related news, each house has been awarding
weekly awards to two deserving jarjums each week. These
awards are the ‘Jarjum of the Week’ and ‘Jarjum Going the
Extra Mile’. Jarjums have received various prizes thanks to their
wonderful efforts at HYIS and practicing the 4 Respects
Principles.
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Yuggera HouseYuggera House

The Yuggera house captains for this year are Nickiesha Smith
(yr12) and Cienna Fuller-Chapman (yr9). Yuggera house has
made a great start to the year by often being at the top of the
leader board for attendance. Last week we had 93% for high
school and 94% for primary school.

On Friday afternoons, High School jarjums participate in the
Lead program. Activities that Yuggera jarjums have enjoyed the
most are sports activities such as Edor, Capture the flag and
Endzone. We have also participated in other fun activities, like
Trivia and the Weetbix challenge.

Yuggera house members have already acheived sucess in a
various activities this year. Last mounth our Yuggera house
captain Nickiesha Smith was asked to participate in a youth
panel amongst other great leaders at the annual
Youth Leadership Conference. She made us proud
as she introduced herself in her language in front of a large
group of people. Anothe one of our Yuggera house
members Marshontae Wacando successfully trialled for
the Met West Rugby League team. We also want to make
special mention of our very own Jerimiah
Wylie-Coolwell who was part of the Racing Together Project
who competed in the team's first race at Warwick
recently. Yuggera jarjums are going from strength to strength.

Along with these great achievements, this term Yuggera has
been following the traditions of our ancestors, by
practicing Dadirri. Dadirri means deep inner listening and quiet
still awareness and waiting. Dadirri is an ancient practice, that
has been passed down for many years. It is important
that jarjums help to keep the spirit of Dadirri alive. To us
Dadirri is like a nice calming relaxing moment you have to
yourself, connecting with the sun and or land.

Nevaeh Thompson & Cienna Fuller Chapman (Year 9)

Junior BunjiJunior Bunji

In Bunji we are learning how to play the yidaki [didgeridoo] in
different ways such as: the lazy mouth [using half your mouth]
and full mouth. We are also learning how to circular breath. We
are experimenting how to make sounds like a kookaburra and
many more beautiful sounds of our native animals.

By Arapeta Loader (Year 6)

Junior TiddaJunior Tidda

This term Junior Tiddas have made earrings and bracelets with
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander colours. The Aboriginal
colours are black, red and yellow. The red beads represent the
earth, the yellow beads represent the sun, and the black
beads represent the Aboriginal people.

The Torres Strait Islander colours are blue, white, green and
black. The blue beads mean the sea, the white beads mean
peace, the green beads mean the earth and the black beads
mean the people.

After that we made feather earrings with Aboriginal coloured
beads and 2 emu feathers.

Oliva Porter (Year 5)

Senior BunjiSenior Bunji
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This term, Senior Bunji had the privilege of doing a workshop
with Indigenous hip hop artist MackRidge, our young men were
taught the importance of music and how indigenous people
can express their culture in a more contemporary manner.
Our Senior Bunji were encouraged to come up with their own
rhymes that they could choose to present at the end of the
workshop. To my surprise, we had more of our young men
presenting than anticipated.

Perhaps one of my favourite things I have witnessed this term
was when one of our year 7 Bunji got up to present his rhyme.
He had only been at this school for 3 weeks yet he still had the
courage to present – he stood up there and proudly showed
his creativity through his words and received overwhelmingly
positive encouragement from his Bunji brothers through the
entire process.

Our young men also have also begun learning the skills of
expressing how they feel and learning to share their struggles
with their brothers in Bunji; no matter how trivial or serious they
deem it to be, they are learning to get things off of their chest
and address the problems they have, while being provided a
culturally safe space to do so; I’m incredibly proud of the young
men they have become and are becoming as they continue to
evolve and grow on their current journey.

Senior TiddasSenior Tiddas

The Seniors Tiddas have been extremely lucky to have had
beautiful woman come and yarn with us, while sharing their
stories and teaching us the history and duties of indigenous
women. They have also taught us to make beautiful earrings
that show the many colours of the Aboriginal and Torres Strait
flags; encouraging us to be young and proud indigenous
woman. We have also played games outside such as Edor, as
well as learning to make Johnny cakes with Ms Donna. Meeting
together as Tiddas helps us to understand our identity and
culture.

Rhianna Campbell (Year 10)

Three-way conferencesThree-way conferences

05 May 2021

3:00 PM to 6:00 PM

Parent teacher interviews

School EventSchool Event
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